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Address Nordeon 
2 rue Louis-Jacques Thenard 
71100 Chalon sur Saone Cedex 

Country France

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Nordeon manufactures high quality linear fluorescent lamps that combine low energy consumption with a high lumen output.

Black Luxe - Lamps for ultarviolet light
Luxe - The high quality linear fluorescent lamps that combine low energy consumption with a high lumen output
Safe TLX - The explosion proof fluorescent lighting tube
Frost ultra luxe - The fluorescent lighting tube optimized for low temperatures
Shield luxe lamp - The shatterproof fluorescent lighting tube
Eco Luxe Lamps - For energy savings
Food Luxe Lamps - Highlighting of food products
Shield Ultra Luxe Lamps - Long lifetime shatterproof lamps
T5 HE Lamps - Hight efficiency
T5 HO Lamps - Hight Output
Ultra Luxe Lamp - Long lifetime lamp 
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